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determine whether groups would attenuate the performance cue bias. Three hundred and three
participants were given positive or negative feedback regarding the performance of a work group, and
following observation of the work group, completed a work-behavior questionnaire either individually
or in a four-person rating group. As was predicted, individual (but not group) raters were systematically
biased to identify behaviors congruent with feedback given, such that they identified more effective
and fewer ineffective behaviors when given feedback of relatively good (versus poor) performance. In
addition, the false alarm rates and decision criterion of individual (but not group) raters were found to
be systematically biased by performance information as well. Two factors that predict the likelihood
that groups will attenuate individual level bias—bias magnitude and task perception—are identified.
Implications for performance appraisal theory, research, and practice are discussed.
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ABSTRACT
The present study compared the use of group versus individual raters in a behavioral
rating task to determine whether groups would attenuate the performance cue bias. Three
hundred and three participants were given positive or negative feedback regarding the
performance of a work group, and following observation of the work group, completed a
work-behavior questionnaire either individually or in a four-person rating group. As was
predicted, individual (but not group) raters were systematically biased to identify
behaviors congruent with feedback given, such that they identified more effective and
fewer ineffective behaviors when given feedback of relatively good (versus poor)
performance. In addition, the false alarm rates and decision criterion of individual (but
not group) raters were found to be systematically biased by performance information as
well. Two factors that predict the likelihood that groups will attenuate individual level
bias—bias magnitude and task perception—are identified. Implications for performance
appraisal theory, research, and practice are discussed., . :

I
INTRODUCTION

Implicit Theories of Performance and the “Performance Cue Bias”

In a classic study conducted by Staw (1975), business students assigned to fourperson groups evaluated their own group processes across nine evaluative dimensions
after being falsely told that their group’s performance was in the top 10% or bottom 10%
of all groups performing the task. Importantly, there were no objective differences in the
groups’ outcomes or processes. Results indicated that groups told that they had
performed “quite well” rated their group’s processes more favorably than groups led to
believe they had performed “quite poorly.” An explanation of the differences in ratings of
group processes by the “successful” versus “unsuccessful” groups is that the presence of
performance cues (feedback that the group did well or poorly) led group members to
make attributions about their group’s processes in an attempt to explain the outcomes.
Specifically, by relying on an implicit theory, which states that there is a likely
relationship between a group’s outcome and its processes, individual group members
infer that their “process” must be consistent with their “outcome.” This would lead
“effective” groups to rate their process more favorably then “ineffective” groups. Staw
thus concluded that theory development in organizational behavior might be seriously
compromised, as: “significant correlations between performance and self-report data may
only be reflecting the respondents ‘theories’ of organizational performance rather than
actual events” (p. 417).
More recent research has demonstrated that this performance cue bias also
influences behavioral assessments that require observers to judge whether behaviors were
observed. Martell and his colleagues (Martell & Guzzo, 1991; Martell & Willis, 1993)
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found that performance cues significantly influence responses to even very specific
behavioral items. That is, observers attributed significantly more effective behaviors and
fewer ineffective behaviors when told that the group’s performance was “quite good”
versus “quite poor”. Thus, performance-related feedback creates an expectation within
observers, which will likely bias their subsequent evaluations and behavior ratings. In
addition, Martell and Guzzo (1991) demonstrated that performance cues influence
behavior ratings even when the performance expectations were presented after the
observation of the group, suggesting that the bias associated with feedback did not occur
at the time of encoding. A follow-up study by Martell, Guzzo, and Willis (1995)
implemented a control condition under which no feedback was given. Under this “no
feedback” condition, raters tended to identify behaviors that were congruent with their
own self-generated expectations. Thus, the possibility of a demand characteristic was
ruled out, and it was further demonstrated that expectations will bias ratings.
Despite the implications of this performance cue bias for theory development and
performance appraisal, only one study to date has been aimed at reducing the biasing
effects of performance cues. A recent study by Baltes and Parker (2000) found that a free
recall intervention (asking subjects to search recall memory for both effective and
ineffective behaviors) was effective in moderating the effect for behavioral ratings. Thus,
the performance cue bias was removed by adjusting availability for non-cue consistent
behaviors. By forcing raters to make a cognitively effortful judgment, deeper processing
occurred and judgments were less affected by performance-related expectations (raters
processing at a “deeper” level are spending more time deliberating, and considering
information from a “hypothesis testing” rather than from a “hypothesis confirming”
perspective). Therefore, there is evidence that the performance cue bias is not inevitable;
it can be reduced or eliminated. To date, research on the performance cue bias has
depended on the use of individuals as raters, with little attention to whether groups might
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be less (or more) affected by performance expectations. The present study examines
whether groups as raters might be yet another means of reducing the biasing effects of
performance feedback on behavioral ratings.

Groups as Raters

A current trend in organizations is to rely on groups as decision makers. Shea and
Guzzo (1987), in a thorough examination of work teams, identified groups as a unique
human resources tool; “It is time for the field of personnel and human resources
management to discover formal groups as resources in their own right” (p. 323). Shea
and Guzzo suggest that one appropriate use of the specific abilities of groups may be in
the area of performance appraisal; further attention to groups within the field suggests
that the use of groups within organizations for work previously performed by individuals
is increasing (Boyett & Conn, 1991; Hackman, 1990).
There is also research to suggest that groups perform differently than individuals as
information processors, and may yield assessments that differ from those made by
individual performance evaluators (see Hinsz, Vollrath, & Tindale 1997 for a review of
research to date). As an example, a “theory of rating” developed by Wherry and Bartlett
(1982) identifies factors other than ratee performance that will affect performance
evaluation and behavioral ratings, including the observation made by the rater, and later
recall by the rater. In one theorem of their model, Wherry and Bartlett (1982) state
“plural raters” should be used in a performance appraisal judgment. Multiple raters, as in
a group, may reduce error and bias in performance appraisals. Because group members
will bring more potentially correct information to the judgment task, it is likely that they
will correct individual level biases (such as the performance cue bias).
Empirical tests of the effectiveness of groups in reducing social judgment biases
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further suggests the potential efficacy of groups in correcting individual-level bias.
Wright, Christie, and Luus (1990) found that group discussion facilitated the use of
consensus information that is often ignored by individuals, and thus groups attenuated the
“consensus under-utilization effect.” Wright and Wells (1985) demonstrated that group
discussion attenuated the fundamental attribution errdr. This occurs because the
fundamental attribution error is a statistically small effect. Accordingly, not everyone is
affected by the fundamental attribution error, which suggests that in a group context
some individuals are unaffected, and thus are in a position to influence the group. Indeed,
neither a lengthy deliberation nor simply expecting group discussion alone were
sufficient to attenuate the fundamental attribution error; some feature of group process
most likely mediates the bias. Thus, it is likely that the extent to which group members
possess non-redundant information and some members are unaffected by the bias
determines the likelihood that proper causal attribution will be made. Wright and Christie
(1989) found that group discussion also eliminated the theory perseverance effect,
whereby individuals continue to maintain pervasive social beliefs in the presence of
contradictory and disconfirmatory information. This is likely mediated by the expectation
of scrutiny of individual judgments, and judgments are defended to the group with
supporting evidence.

Group Memory

To understand why groups may help reduce the performance cue bias, the
dynamics of the performance cue bias must first be explained. In the Martell and Guzzo
(1991) study, memory for effective and ineffective behaviors is fully captured by two
theoretically uncorrelated indexes: Memory strength (Pr) and Response bias (Br)
(Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988). Memory strength is a measure of behavioral information
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stored in memory and ranges from -1.0 to 1.0. Response bias is a measure of the decision
criterion in use when deciding whether a behavior was observed previously. A decision
criterion can be neutral (Br=. 5; no tendency to over or under recognize behaviors), overly
liberal (Br>.5; a tendency to over recognize behaviors, including those that did not
occur), or overly conservative (Br<5; a tendency to dismiss behaviors, including those
that did occur).

In Martell and Guzzo (1991), performance cue biases were not

found to be a function of memory strength, but rather due to a systematic response bias,
whereby the raters adopted a more liberal decision criterion in identifying behaviors
congruent with the performance cue (effective behaviors for good groups, ineffective
behaviors for poor groups) and a more conservative decision criterion in identifying
behaviors incongruent with the performance cue (Martell & Guzzo, 1991). Martell and
Willis (1993) demonstrated that effects of knowledge of performance outcomes were
mediated by a systematic response bias, and not a memory limitation in judgments of
effective/ineffective work behaviors.
According to group memory research, if groups are to help in the case of the
performance cue bias, they must lesson the bias in Br, as well as resist reporting
behaviors that did not occur. Hinsz (1990) identifies two types of errors in information
processing relevant to performance evaluation: errors of omission (failing to identify
behaviors that did occur, or “misses”) and errors of commission (identifying behaviors
that did not actually occur (false-alarm rates). Vollrath, Sheppard, Hinsz, and Davis
(1989) found that groups tend to make fewer errors of commission, and that groups serve
to correct errors common to individuals within the group, through greater pooled
memory, and by reducing response bias. If a few individual group members can
recognize a behavior as a false alarm, then under conditions of high deliberation, groups
will correctly dismiss the behavior (Hinsz, 1990).
This model of greater combined resources and bias correction, however, requires
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that not all group members are equilaterally affected by the bias. Because individual
group members possess somewhat unique information, the potential to identify
discrepancies between individual memories and correct error is greater for groups so long
as sufficiently detailed group deliberation occurs. Hinsz (1997) found that groups are
generally more receptive to feedback than are individuals, thus group members may
process information more deeply than they would as individuals when under a consensus
decision rule (Hinsz, 1997; Sniezek, 1992), especially on difficult items where deeper
deliberation is more likely to occur. In addition, Vollrath, Sheppard, Hinsz, and Davis
(1989) confirmed that group recognition memory is greater than that of individuals, and
that groups are more frequently able to correctly dismiss false alarm behaviors.
The likelihood of groups attenuating the performance cue bias depends upon the
relatively small effect size of the bias. If groups are to help, members must possess
slightly different levels of susceptibility to the bias (suggested by the relatively small
effect size) and the motivation to more deeply discuss information and tease out/correct
individual level errors (likely when the task offers a “correct” solution). According to the
model of groups as a human resource proposed by Shea and Guzzo (1987), tasks that
require a high degree of group member interdependence for achieving the specified work
group goal will yield greater performance than that of individuals working alone. Given a
realistic task with a high degree of interdependence (such as evaluating work behavior),
group members will need to vest a high degree of accountability for task performance
and consequently might outperform individuals in making accurate work behavior
ratings. Because it is assumed that there is one correct answer for an item in a behavioral
rating task, groups under a consensus decision rule will probably process information
more deeply than will individual raters, thus increasing the likelihood of identifying
discrepant memories and avoiding false alarms. In addition, because group members will
have somewhat different memories and a greater chance for bias correction through
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deliberation, the likelihood of performance feedback systematically biasing consensus
groups should be lesser than it is for individual raters.
This is not to suggest, however, that groups will serve as a panacea for removing
all biases related to social judgment. Groups sometimes amplify individual-level biases
(e.g., Janis, 1982; Whyte, 1993). Research has shown groups may help reduce biases in
social judgment when members are (a) motivated to share their distinct information, and
(b) are able to recognize and make effortful attempts at correcting individual level errors.
It is interesting to note, however, that the nature of the actual judgment task itself may
prove less important than rater perceptions of the task (Stasser & Stewart, 1992). Greater
information sharing and deeper deliberation occurs when group members simply believe
that the task has a correct answer, as is likely to be true in a behavioral recognition
memory task (see Hinsz, 1990; Kerr, MacCoun, Sc Kramer, 1996) than if the task is
viewed as purely subjective. Thus, heightened discussion and sharing of disseminated
information are key to increasing the probability of identifying differences in individual
accounts, which increases the likelihood that the correct response to an item will surface.
This is what occurred in Stasser and Stewart’s (1992) study: when the task was framed as
having a single correct answer, groups engaged in longer deliberation and shared more
information, improving the accuracy of the group’s final judgment. Accordingly, in the
context of the performance cue bias, it was reasoned that if one or more group members
has the correct response, which is likely given the relatively small magnitude of the
performance cue bias, heightened discussion and sharing of disseminated information
would ensue given the nature of the recognition memory task; consequently, the behavior
ratings made by groups would be less biased by the nature of the performance feedback
than the ratings made by individuals.
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Hypotheses

Three distinct literatures thus suggest that groups may attenuate the performance
cue bias. First, Wherry and Bartlett’s theory of rating states that the extent to which
group members possess unique information at the onset of a rating task, a general
reduction in bias will occur. Because the performance cue bias has been previously
shown to be a small effect, it can be expected that individual members will not be equally
affected across all items on a behavioral rating item. Secondly, it has been suggested by
the reduction of other well understood biases in social judgment that groups can
successfully be used as a tool to reduce such biases (Wright & Christie, 1989; Wright,
Christie & Luus, 1990; Wright & Wells, 1985). Also, because a work-behavior rating
instrument is perceived as a task with a correct solution to each item, effortful
deliberation between group members should occur (Stasser & Stewart, 1992). Finally,
research on group memory suggests that groups will have a greater overall amount of
disseminated information (i.e. greater memory strength to draw from). Given that the
performance cue bias is mediated by a small but systematic shift in decision criterion in
the direction of feedback (Martell Sc Guzzo, 1993), individual group members should be
differentially affected by the performance cues given. Group members with varying
levels of bias in a high deliberation context should recognize and act to correct individual
level bias, thus significantly reducing or perhaps even completely eliminating the
performance cue effect.
In this study, research participants were given feedback regarding a work group’s
performance prior to watching a videotape of the group at work. Subjects were then
asked to complete a behavioral rating instrument as individuals or in a 4-person group. It
is predicted that individuals will demonstrate the performance cue bias, whereas groups
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will not. Specifically, it was hypothesized that:

Hypothesis I CHit rates).
Individuals will demonstrate the performance-cue bias, whereas this bias will be
substantially reduced by group raters. That is, individual raters will attribute more
behaviors consistent with performance feedback and dismiss behaviors inconsistent with
performance feedback, whereas group raters will be less influenced by performancerelated information.

Hypothesis 2 !Decision criteria).
Individuals will adopt a more liberal decision criterion for behaviors consistent
with feedback and a more conservative decision criterion for behaviors inconsistent with
feedback. The decision criterion of groups will be significantly less influenced by the
nature of the performance-related information.

Hypothesis 3 !False alarm rates').
Individual raters will attribute to the work group more non-occurring behaviors
consistent with feedback and fewer non-occurring behaviors inconsistent with feedback,
whereas group raters will be significantly less influenced by the nature of the
performance information, and report fewer non-occurring behaviors overall.
Hypothesis 4 (Memory Strength).
Memory strength (Pr) will not differ significantly as a function of performance
feedback for either group or individual raters. However, the memory strength of group
raters will be greater than the memory strength of individuals overall.
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METHOD

Participants

Three hundred and three students enrolled in introductory and lower division
Psychology courses at a mid-size rural state University in the Northwest region of the
United States participated for extra credit and partial course requirements. Participants
were randomly assigned to participate individually (N= 103 participants) or in fourmember groups (N=50 groups.).

Procedure

Participants watched a 14-minute military training videotape, which depicted five
men attempting to build a bridge in an effort to transport themselves and a large box
across a pool of water (see Guzzo et ah, 1986 for a detailed description of the video).
Prior to viewing the videotape, participants were provided with performance-related
feedback and instructed to pay careful attention to the work group. Immediately after
viewing the tape, participants completed a manipulation check, followed by the
behavioral rating instrument, which was completed either (a) as an individual or (b) in a
four person group. Pilot testing established thirty-five minutes was sufficient to complete
the rating task, and all participants completed the task in the allotted time. All
participants viewed the videotape in non-interacting groups to control for any possible
effects of social facilitation (Zajonc, 1965).
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Independent Variables

Performance Feedback
Participants were informed before observing the videotape that the group’s
performance in the task was rated by “experts” as being very good (in the top quarter) or
very poor (in the bottom'quarter) relative to other groups in the contest.

Rater
Participants rated the task-performing group either individually or as a four person
group. In the group rating condition, a consensus decision rule was in force such that all
group members had to agree on each rating. A member of each group was randomly
assigned to record the group’s ratings.

Behavior Type
All participants were asked to judge whether effective and ineffective behaviors of
the task-performing group did or did not occur (a within-subjects measure).

Dependent Variables

Behavioral Ratings
Work group ratings were made with a 40-item behavioral questionnaire.
Participants indicated whether each behavior did or did not occur, using a 6-point scale
with endpoints labeled (I) “very certain the behavior did not occur” and (6) “very certain
the behavior did occur.” Twenty of the 40 items depicted behaviors that did occur in the
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videotape. Of these, 11 behaviors were effective and 9 were ineffective. Of the twenty
behaviors that did not occur, 11 were effective and 9 were ineffective. ( For more on the
development and classification of the effective and ineffective behaviors, see Martell and
Guzzo, 1991).
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RESULTS

Manipulation check

To confirm the effectiveness of the performance expectation manipulation,
participants individually evaluated the group’s overall performance using a 7-point rating
scale, with endpoints ranging from (I) “very poor” to (7) “extremely good.” Univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that participants provided with positive feedback
rated the group’s overall performance more favorably (M=5.43) than participants given
negative feedback (M-3.42), F(l,149)=180.71, p<001, confirming that performance
information did affect raters’ overall impression of the group’s performance.
V

„

I

Behavioral ratings Chit rates’)

To determine whether performance feedback influenced participants’ responses to
effective and ineffective behaviors, the work behavior ratings were translated into hit
rates. Hit rates for each behavior type (effective and ineffective) were calculated as the
total number of “yes” responses to behaviors that did occur divided by the total number
of behaviors (N) that did occur (possible scores range from Oto 1.0), and represent the
probability of responding “yes” to a behavior that was previously observed:
Hit Rate=P(yes/observed behavior).
Overall hit rates for effective and ineffective behaviors were calculated for each rater by
counting all responses of 4,5, or 6 (expressing confidence in seeing a behavior that did
occur) as a hit or “yes” response. Following the recommendations of Snodgrass and
Corwin (1988), all scores were transformed prior to analysis by adding .5 to each score,
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and dividing by N+1 to eliminate hit rates of 0 or 1.0. Behavioral ratings (hit rates) were
compared using a mixed-factor, 2 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test
hypothesis I. Between-subjects factors were feedback given (positive expectation or
negative expectation) and rater type (individual or group). The within-subject factor was
behavior type rated (effective or ineffective behavior). The ANOVA table for hit rates
appears in Table I.

Table I. Analysis of Variance Results for Behavior Ratings (Hit Rates)

Source

df

F

n2

Between Subjects
Performance Expectation (A)

I

3.12

.02

Rater Type (B)

I

.28

.00

(A)X(B)

I

.27

.00

Error

149

Within Subjects
Behavior Type (C)

I

22.45*"

.13

(A)X(C)

I

21.04"'

.12

(B)X(C)

I

7.22"

.04

(A )X (B )X (C )

I

6.99"

.04

Error

Note. *p <05, **p<01, *** p<001.

149
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Hypothesis I stated that ratings made by individuals (but not groups) would be
affected by performance feedback. A significant three-way interaction of Behavior type
and Feedback (F(l,149)=6.99, p<009) demonstrates the occurrence of the performance
cue bias and thus supports hypothesis I; behavioral ratings varied systematically in
accordance with an implicit theory of performance, and differentially across rater type.
To clarify further the nature of the interaction, and to determine whether groups are less
biased by performance feedback than individuals, simple effects tests were conducted
1

.

.

''A

'

and, where appropriate, fdllowed-up with cell means comparisons.
; . . v * ■;
Tndiyidualraters

Results for individual raters only revealed a significant feedback x behavior type
interaction (F(l,101)=31.01, p<.001). ANOVA revealed that the number of effective and
ineffective behaviors identified within the individual rater condition varied greatly as a
function of feedback given; hence, a performance cue effect was present in individual
raters. Cell means were compared with planned t-tests. A significant difference between
feedback conditions across effective behaviors (t(101)=5.94, p<001), and a significant
difference between feedback conditions across ineffective behaviors (t(101)=3.15,
P<.002) demonstrate that the direction of the relationship is congruent with expectation
for individuals, consistent with hypothesis I. Figure I shows the relationship between
feedback and behavior type.
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Figure I . Mean Hit Rate as a function of performance expectation (individual raters
only).

Group raters

For group-raters only, results revealed a significant main effect for behavior type
only, F(l,48)=40.69, p<.001, such that overall, more ineffective work behaviors (M= 79)
were attributed to the group than effective work behaviors (M=.63). However, no
significant interaction of performance feedback and behavior type on hit rates was found
in the group rater condition, F(l, 48)=2.78, p>.10. Hence, there is compelling evidence
that the use of group raters moderates the biasing effect of performance feedback,
supporting hypothesis I .

Mediation: Memory Strength and Decision Criterion
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Why might group raters (as opposed to individual raters) be relatively immune to
the performance cue bias? An explanation lies within two components of signal detection
that drive judgment in recognition memory identified by Snodgrass and Corwin (1988):
memory strength (Pr) and decision criterion (Br).
Memory strength (Pr) refers to the overall accuracy of assessment on a behavioral
rating task, or the ability to correctly identify behaviors that really did occur, and
correctly dismiss those that didn’t. Pr can vary from -1.0 (incorrectly dismissing all
behaviors which did occur, and incorrectly identifying all behaviors that didn’t) to 1.0
(correctly identifying all behaviors which did occur while correctly dismissing all
distracter items). The formula for Memory strength is as follows:
Pr = Hit Rate-False Alarm Rate.
A false alarm is defined as a “yes” response to a behavior that did. not Occur. The
false alarm rate (FAR) represents the probability ratio of answering “yes” to an
unobserved behavior.
False Alarm rate=P(yes/unobserved behavior).

Similarly to hit rates, false alarm rates for each rater were calculated by considering a
response of 4,5, or 6 (answers that indicated confidence in observing the behavior) as a
“yes” response for items that did not occur. False alarm rates range from 0 (correctly
dismissing all unobserved behaviors) to 1.0 (incorrectly identifying all unobserved
behaviors). As with hit rates, a transformation was made prior to analysis to each FAR
score by adding a correction of .5 and dividing the total sum by N+l, to eliminate FAR
scores of 0 or 1.0 (Snodgrass & Corwin,. 1988).
Decision criterion (Br) refers to the response tendency of a rater when deciding
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whether or not a behavior was observed. Br ranges from 0.0 (a too-conservative decision
criterion, such that one is biased to say a. behavior did not occur) to 1.0 (a too-liberal
decision criterion, such that one is biased to say a behavior did occur). A Br score of .5
indicates a neutral decision criterion (no response bias).

Br= False Alarm Rate/1 - (Hit Rate - False Alarm Rate)

Both measures of Pr and Br were computed using transformed hit rate and false
alarm rate scores, wherein each frequency was added to a correction factor of 0.5 and
then divided by N (total number of items)+1, as proposed by Snodgrass and Corwin
(1988). Preliminary analyses revealed that Br and Pr scores were uncorrelated for
•effective (M= +.12) and ineffective(M= -.12) behaviors. Memory strength and decision
criterion scores for both group and individual raters are presented in Table 2.
I

■

V.

Table 2. Mean Ratings of Work Behavior (Hit Rates), False Alarm Rates, Memory Sensitivity (Pr), and Response Bias (Br)
Effective Work Behavior
Hit
Rates3

False Alarm
Ratesb

Memory
Strength0

Ineffective Work Behavior
Response
Biasd

Hit
Rates3

False-Alarm
Ratesb

Memory
Strength0

Response
Biasd

Individual ratings
Positive .expectation
.78
(n=65)
(15)
Negative expectation
.59
(n=38) '
(18)

.32

Al

.59

.67

.28

(.20)
.22
(.25)

(.20)

(.25)

(.19)

.32

(.27)

(.23)

.79
(.17)

.39
(.17)
.36

(.23)

.37

(.15)
.43

(20)

(.20)

(.22)

.48
.67

Group ratings

I

Positive expectation
(n=25)
Negative expectation

.53

.29

(12)

(.16)

.61

.14
(.01)
.09

.52

(.12)

(.06)

(.12)

.67

(.12)

.26

.53

.57

(.14)

(.20)

(.23)

.18

.79
(.17)
.81

.26

.54

(.12)

(.11)

(.12)

(19)

.58
(.17)

Note. Standard deviations appear in parantheses.
3Mean values range from 0 (no observed behaviors reported) to 1.0 (all observed behaviors reported).
bMean values range from 0 (no unobserved behaviors reported) to 1.0 (all unobserved behaviors reported).
0Pr values range from -1.0 (no memory) to +1.0 (perfect memory).
dBr > .50 indicates a liberal decision criterion; Br <50 indicates a conservative decision criterion.
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Decision Criterion (Br)

A 2 (rater type) x 2 (feedback) x 2 (behavior type) mixed factor ANOVA was
conducted for decision criterion scores, to determine if performance information biased
the decision criterion of raters. Overall ANOVA results for Decision criterion (Br) are
outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Analysis of Variance Results of Decision Criterion (Br)

Source

df

F

E2

Between Subjects
Performance Expectation (A)

I

4.07*

.02

Rater (B)

I

22.17"*

.13

(A)X(B)

I

.07

.00

Error

149

Within Subjects
Behavior Type (C)

I

57.31*"

.27

(A)X(C)

I

22.46***

.08

(B)X(C)

I

13.40***

.13

7.98**

.05

(A )X (B )X (C )

. I

Error

149

Note. £ <05, **p<01, *** p<001.

\
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A three way feedback x behavior type x rater interaction suggests that decision
criterion towards each behavior type (effective and ineffective) was significantly affected
by the nature of the feedback given. Because of the occurrence of a three-way interaction,
it is necessary to tease out the nature of the two-way relationship between feedback and
behavior type within individual and group rater conditions. Separate simple effects tests
of group and individual raters were conducted to determine the nature of the relationship
between expectation and behavior type within rater conditions, as well as relevant t-tests
to examine the effect of performance feedback on Br for each behavior type at the cell
mean level. Results (below) support hypothesis 2.

Individual raters

A significant two-way interaction of behavior type and feedback in the individual
condition demonstrates a fluid decision criterion among individuals, which is directed by
congruence of the behavior rated with the feedback given (F(l,101)=35.07, p<.001). Cell
means were compared with planned t-tests. As with hit rates, significant differences
between feedback conditions across effective and ineffective behaviors demonstrates the
probable activation of an implicit theory of performance; those with a positive
expectation observed more effective behaviors than those with a negative expectation
(t(101)=5.50, pc.OOl), and raters with a negative expectation saw significantly more
ineffective behaviors than raters with a positive expectation (t(101)=4.10, p<001). The
relationship between feedback and decision criterion for behavior type in individual
raters is detailed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mean Decision Criterion (Br) as a function of performance expectation
(individual raters only).

The congruence of performance feedback and the respective decision criterion for
effective and ineffective behaviors suggests that the decision criterion of individual raters
is systematically skewed in the direction of expectation; the performance cue effect is
likely mediated at the individual rater level by a systematic shift in decision criterion.

Group Raters

A 2 (feedback) X 2 (behavior type) mixed factorial comparison was conducted
within the group rater condition. Only a significant main effect for behavior type was
detected, F(l,48)=79.99, p<.001, suggesting that groups adopted a more liberal decision
criterion when rating ineffective (M=.58) versus effective (M=.24) behaviors. No
significant interaction of performance feedback and behavior type was found, suggesting
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that groups maintained a relatively stable decision criterion across levels of behavior
type, despite expectation (F(l,49)=2.32, p>. 134).. Thus, the decision criterion of groups
in work behavioral ratings appears to remain relatively immune from the effects of
performance expectation. Results for Br within the group rating condition closely parallel
those for hit rates, bolstering support for the mediation of the performance cue bias in
work behavioral ratings through the nature of the decision criterion employed. In
summary, hypothesis 2 was supported.

Memory Strength (Pr)

A 2 (rater type) x 2 (feedback) x 2 (behavior type) repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted to determine if memory strength (Pr) varied similarly to hit rates, which would
suggest memory strength as an element of the performance cue effect in behavioral
ratings.
It was hypothesized that groups (through greater combined attention and storage
resources) would benefit from greater overall memory strength. Results revealed only a
significant effect for rater, F(l,149)=30.22, p<001, supporting Hypothesis 4, in that
groups had greater memory strength (M=.53) than did individuals (M=.40). A lack of
significant interaction at the three and two-way levels further supports the Martell and
Guzzo (1991) model, in that differences in hit rates are not mediated by memory strength
(F(l,149)-.153, p> .70). The range of mean Pr scores across conditions (.36 to .54)
suggests that the behavioral rating task was sufficiently difficult (no scores approached
the ceiling of 1.0) and still sufficiently fair (no scores were below 0, or the threshold of
“no memory”). Thus, all raters were able to correctly differentiate a reasonable
proportion of behaviors that did occur from those that did not, suggesting that raters were
sufficiently engaged in the task. No significant correlation of memory strength and
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decision criteria for effective (r = -.122, g>.l) and ineffective (r = .121, g>.l) behaviors
was found. Hypothesis 4 was confirmed. Overall ANOVA results for memory strength
are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Analysis of Variance Results of Memory Strength (Pr)

Source

df

F

Tl2

Between Subjects
Performance Expectation (A)

I

1.43

.01

Rater (B)

I

30.22***

.16

(A)X(B)

I

1.77

.01

Error

149

Within Subjects
Behavior Type (C)

I

.67

.00

(A)X(C)

I

1.26

.00

(B)X(C)

I

1.30

.00

(A )X (B )X (C )

I

.15

.00

Error

Note. *p <.05, **£<01, *** £<001.

149

■
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False Alarm Rates
Hypothesis 3 addressed the expectation that individuals (but not groups) would
falsely identify behaviors that did not occur in congruence with performance information
given, and that group raters would make fewer overall errors of commission than
individuals. An ANOVA on false-alarm rates revealed a significant main effect for rater
type, demonstrating an across-the-board difference in the false-alarm rates of group and
individual raters (F(l,149)=36.642, p<001), with groups generally making significantly
fewer false alarm errors (M =.ll) than individuals (M= 28). A three-way interaction of
feedback x behavior type x rater (F(l,149)= 4.87, p<03) was also significant. Suggested
is that false alarm errors were consistently affected in the direction of
expectation/feedback given, but differentially so across rater type, demonstrating the
influence of performance feedback on behaviors falsely reported within individual raters.
ANOVA results are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Analysis of Variance Results of False Alarm Rates

Source

df

F

E2

Between Subjects
Performance Expectation (A)

I

.00

.00

Rater (B)

I

36.64"*

.19

(A)X(B)

I

E28

.00

Error

149

Within Subjects
Behavior Type (C)

I

30.76"*

.17

(A)X(C)

I

11.28***

.07

(B)X(C)

I

2.14

.01

(A )X (B )X (C )

I

4.87*

.03

Error

149

Note. E <05, **E<01, *** E<001.

To examine further the nature of the three-way interaction, and to determine if
groups are significantly less influenced by performance feedback than individuals,
subsequent simple effects tests and, where appropriate, cell-wise comparisons were
performed at the two-way rater level. As described below, hypothesis 3 was supported.
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Individual Raters

A significant feedback x behavior type interaction demonstrates the presence of the
performance cue bias in the False-Alarms of individual raters (F(l,101)=17.21, p<.001),
supporting hypothesis 3. The number of effective and ineffective behaviors falsely
recognized varied as a function of feedback given. Cell means were compared using
planned t-tests. A significant difference between feedback conditions across effective
(t(101)=2.21, p<03) and ineffective behaviors (t(101)=4.17, p< 001) demonstrates that
those with a positive expectation attributed more effective than ineffective behaviors, and
those with a negative expectation attributed more ineffective than effective behaviors.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between feedback and behavior type for individual raters.

2 0.6
% 0.5 -

positive
expectation

< 0.3 v> 0.2 u- 0.1 -

negative
expectation

Ineffective

Effective

Behavior Type

Figure 3. Mean False-Alarm rates as a function of performance expectation (individual
raters only).
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Group raters

A 2 x 2 mixed factor ANOVA revealed only a main effect of behavior type,
F(l,48)=54.88, p<.001, such that.group raters (incorrectly) identified more ineffective
false alarms (M= 26) than effective false alarms (M=.12), supporting hypothesis 3. No
significant interaction of performance feedback and behavior type on false-alarm rates in
the group rater condition was demonstrated, F(l,48)=1.485, p>.22. The number and type
of behaviors falsely identified remained relatively stable despite the performance
expectation given, suggesting that no performance cue bias was present in the false-alarm
rates of group raters.
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DISCUSSION

Hypothesis I - Behavior ratings (hit rates')

Confirming Hypothesis I, a significant interaction of feedback and behavior type
did occur, as did a three-way interaction of rater type, feedback, and behavior type. A
performance cue bias did occur (within the individual rater condition) in which ratings of
effective and ineffective behaviors were systematically influenced by the nature of the .
given performance outcome. Thus, knowledge of performance outcomes led individual
(but not group) raters to adjust their empirical behavior ratings to fit an implicit theory of
group performance. The interaction of rater type with feedback and behavior type (as
well as the lack of a two-way interaction of feedback and behavior type within the group
rater condition) confirms that individuals led to believe that a task performing group
performed well attribute more effective and fewer ineffective behaviors to the work
group than those led to believe the group’s performance had been poor. This particular
set of findings confirms past research findings that performance related information will
lead to biased judgments by individual raters (Staw, 1977; Martell & Guzzo, 1991; Baltes
& Parker, 20Q0). However, the current study demonstrates that group-based judgments ■
remained unaffected by the performance cue bias. This relative immunity of rater groups
demonstrates promising direction for potential interventions to attenuating the
phenomenon. The ability of groups to resist the performance cue bias is rooted in their
ability to maintain a stable decision criterion despite feedback.

Hypothesis 2- Decision criterion (Br)
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In support of hypothesis 2, the significant three-way interaction of rater type,
feedback, and behavior type on decision criterion scores (Br) suggests that groups (but
not individuals) adjusted their decision criterion for effective and ineffective behaviors to
support an implicit theory of group performance. As in previous research, the decision
criterion of individual raters varied as a function of feedback given. That is, individuals
adopted a more liberal decision criterion for “expectancy-consistent” behaviors and a
more conservative one for “expectancy-inconsistent” behaviors (Martell & Guzzo, 1991;
Martell & Willis, 1993).

Hypothesis 3- False-Alarm Rates

Supporting Hypothesis 3, false-alarm rates of group raters were not significantly
affected by the performance cue bias. In addition, the overall false alarm rates of group
raters were lower than those of individual raters. Groups made fewer errors of
commission than did individuals, demonstrating their relative ability to resist identifying
behaviors congruent with expectation that did not occur.

Hypothesis 4- Memory strength (Pr)

The significant main effect of rater type on memory strength (Pr) supports
Hypothesis 4: groups benefit from greater overall memory strength than individuals, due
to pooling of resources and inter-group cues for memory (Martell & Borg, 1993). The
lack of a three way interaction of rater type, feedback and behavior type on memory
strength (Pr), as well as the lack of significant correlation between Pr and hit rates for
both effective and ineffective behaviors supports hypothesis 4. In support of past research
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by Martell and Guzzo (1991), memory strength (Pr) is disconfirmed as a plausible partial
mediator of the performance cue bias.
Overall, the lack of a significant effect of feedback x behavior type within group
raters, as well as the relatively stable decision criterion of groups despite feedback,
provides evidence that groups are less vulnerable (and relatively immune) to the
performance cue bias in comparison to individual raters. Further evidence is thus
provided to supplement the findings of Baltes and Parker (2000): the performance cue
bias can be eliminated in work behavior ratings.

Implications for theory development

Research on the performance cue bias (as originally proposed by Staw, 1977)
suggests that expectations can influence ratings on what were previously believed to be
wholly objective ratings. That responses to specific and behaviorally anchored items can
be systematically biased by expectation casts doubt not only on the objectivity of the
performance appraisal process, but also on methods of theory development across a large
scope of organizational behavior research. The proposition that individuals are able to
accurately respond on “memory-based” appraisal items is thrown into question, and with
it confidence in the use of self-reported data in theory testing. Future research will need
to examine the extent to which expectation can drive memory, and how confidence in
“false memories” is related to expectation. Other areas of interest within organizational
behavior that have used self-report methods, such as leadership theory and
person/environment fit research, must also be revisited with an established skepticism,
given what is now known about the operation of implicit theories of performance.
The current study suggests that under certain conditions, groups can effectively be
used to reduce biases in recollection caused by expectation. Again, groups do not serve as
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a panacea for reducing all individual level bias in tasks of social judgment. However, the
current study has supported two conditions under which groups will attenuate individual
level biases in recollection. Firstly, for groups to be effective, the bias must not be fully
pervasive. Most biases of social judgment (to include the performance cue bias) have
been identified as relatively modest; not all raters are equally affected, especially when a
behavioral rating instrument contains a sufficiently large number of items, and the
relative effect size of most social judgment biases is statistically small. Given this, the
probability is high that one or more members of a rating group will hold the correct
(unbiased) response. This is not sufficient, however, to increase group accuracy beyond
that of individual raters. Groups have been found to share disseminated information only
under conditions in which deeper deliberation and discussion are motivated. One such
condition was revealed in the research of Stasser and Stewart (1992): when group
members believe that an item holds a singular correct response (versus a subjective or
evaluative judgment), groups engage in lengthier and deeper discussion and information
sharing, which increases the probability that the correct answer will be identified. Thus,
perception of the task (over the actual nature of the rating task) is a critical factor in
determining whether groups will help. There is sufficient convincing evidence to believe
that both conditions were met in the present study. First, the magnitude of the
performance cue bias has been repeatedly demonstrated as small. Given the effect-size
estimates obtained in the present study as well as past research, it is reasonable to believe
that some group members were unaffected. Further, with the use of a 40-item instrument,
it is unlikely that even the most influenced members within a group would be equally
biased across all behaviors. Thus, useful and accurate information about actual group
performance would have been disseminated within members of the groups. Also, the
behaviors used on the questionnaire were specific, and the instructions and available
responses for the task would imply the existence of a correct answer—each behavior did
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or did not occur. Thus, both conditions under which groups will reduce biases in social
judgment tasks appear to have been met in the current study. According to Stasser and
Stewart (1992), the expectation that a correct answer exists is more important than the
actual objective nature of the task. The importance of the group’s perception of the task
(versus the actual nature of the task) leads to one further important implication: in a task
wherein the solution may be less certain or subjective, proper framing of the task as
having a singular correct solution may still lead groups to engage in heightened
discussion and information pooling, and thereby still make a less biased judgment.

Implications for appraisal and theory testing

Two important implications are to be drawn from the research at hand, relative to
theory development within the realm of social cognition and the performance appraisal
process within organizations. First, researchers should acknowledge the possible impact
of the performance cue bias in recollections made by research participants. It has been
further demonstrated that contrary to conventional wisdom, judgment can drive memory,
such that participants may contaminate self-report measures unwittingly through their
expectations. The possible substitution of group raters under the presence of performance
related information may help reduce research confounds and lead to the development of
more accurate theory. Secondly, empirical evidence has been provided that organizations
should employ groups when attempting to reduce bias in the performance appraisal
process, especially when behaviorally-focused instruments are used.
Again, though the present study provides further evidence for the superiority of
group raters in countering biases of social judgment, reasonable prudence and caution
must be exercised. Performance appraisals can vary across a multitude of dimensions,
from the delay between observation and evaluation, to the perceived singularity of a
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correct task solution. The present study demonstrated the effectiveness of groups under
conditions which group members would perceive there to be a correct response to each
behavioral item. In a more subjective or evaluative rating, group members may process
information schematically and rely on implicit theories of performance, seeing no reason
to share and elaborate upon information if the group must simply reach a “close enough”
estimate of performance. Following the conditions under which groups may increase
accuracy in a task with one solution, it is reasonable to believe that group accuracy on a
more subjective task may be increased through the expectation of feedback. It has been
previously demonstrated that groups respond more to feedback than do individuals
(Hinsz et ah, 1997; Tmdale, 1989), and motivation for deliberation may be increased
when group members expect to have to justify their judgments.

Directions for Future Research

The current study provides further empirical support for the use of groups in social
judgment tasks, as well as outlining conditions under which groups can be expected to
help. This provides pertinent information as to the necessary angle of any future
successful intervention targeted at reducing reliance on information about past outcomes
in evaluation, appraisal* and hiring decisions. Interventions focusing on free recall and
other attempts at improving accuracy through memory (such as those tested by Baltes &
Parker 2000) will be largely unsuccessful unless they seek to moderate a skewed decision
criterion by forcing deliberation and deeper processing. Thus, it is suggested that training
Y

in the use of a neutral decision criterion be empirically tested to determine if attending to
a decision criterion will help neutralize it. Because groups appear to be relatively immune
to external biases of performance feedback, the next wave of research in work behavior
ratings should focus on the effectiveness of group-related interventions for neutralizing
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(and not just stabilizing) the decision criterion of group members. In addition, future
research may want to examine the effects of the performance cue bias on group raters in
different rating situations (i.e. on tasks with varying perceived “answer correctness”). In
many instances, evaluations may cover a greater span of time, and the subsequent rating
may hold more perceived uncertainty for raters (i.e. less of a “true-solution” answer). As
suggested by Stasser and Stewart (1992), under conditions of lower perceived correctness
of a solution, group judgments may still be subject to individual level bias (including the
performance cue bias).
Although the present study points to a potentially very effective intervention for the
performance cue bias, future inquiry is necessary to identify the element of group process
that leads to a stabilized decision criterion. The use of groups in work behavior ratings
removes the biasing effect of performance cues by stabilizing decision criterion (Br) for
effective and ineffective behaviors across feedback conditions, but does not neutralize it.
One possibility is that social justification is important under times of uncertainty, and
when working alone, we rely on the outside, “expert” judgment to help anchor our
evaluations. When working collectively, however, we are offered the judgments of
relevant and similar others during the time of deliberation, freeing us from reliance on
outside performance information (See Jams’ model of groupthink, 1982). Consequently,
relative confidence should also be higher when we work in groups. Future studies should
incorporate a measure of confidence in judgment, so as to clarify the relationship
between the presence of others and the value of outside information.

Implications for Organizations

Organizations can benefit from understanding the nature of decision criterion in
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evaluation, specifically when work behavior ratings are utilized. Though work behavior
ratings offer a seemingly empirical and completely objective method for fairly selecting,
evaluating, promoting and terminating employees, the present study demonstrates that the
degree of uncertainty in recognition memory tasks can allow seemingly objective
measures to be contaminated by knowledge of performance outcomes and other “noise”
factors.
The results of the present study also suggest that organizations should understand
the unique nature of groups as a human resources tool, in that group information
processing differs substantially from a nominal group of the same number of individuals.
The superior memory strength (Pr) of groups suggests that on tasks where recognizing a
large quantity of behaviors is necessary or useful, groups should be formed and
implemented. When groups are used, a high degree of task interdependence should be
structured into the evaluation task, such that each group member is held to a high degree
of personal accountability and is more likely to process information more deeply,
increasing the likelihood of effortful, non-schematic judgments. By increasing individual
accountability within a rating group, more effortful processing (and a consequently more
accurate evaluation) may occur. Again, organizations should use caution when
employing the use of groups in social judgment tasks, as they are not a panacea for
solving all biases related to social judgment. However, under conditions where a task is
perceived to have one correct answer, groups appear to ignore potentially biasing outside
information, and process information more deeply than do individual raters.

Potential Limitations

The results of this study suggest a benefit to the use of groups in behavioral rating
assessment tasks; however, caution must be exercised. The current study made use of ad-
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hoc groups, and consequently does not consider possible confounds caused by group
history and previous interactions of group members. Although each group was assigned a
scribe, the groups were most likely relatively “leaderless” compared to most in-tact
groups, which could greatly influence the willingness of members to contribute.
Secondly, though the increased deliberation and sharing of disseminated information is
suggested by the groups’ overall accuracy, group process was not directly measured, such
that we can only infer the process through which groups interacted. Future research
should make use of monitoring equipment and make a direct effort to identify features of
group process (such as the amount of time spent on deliberation, etc.). Though the use of
groups may effectively moderate the performance cue bias, the precise group dynamics
through which groups’ decision criterion is unaffected by performance-related feedback
is not known. Extensive research on groupthink and group process suggests that groups
may simply ignore often critical outside information due to overconfidence of judgments
within the group (Janis, 1982). If groups are simply ignoring outside information, the use
of group raters for certain types of social judgment tasks is of mixed benefit in the regard
that groups may also be ignoring critical and relevant information when forming
judgments (Moorhead et a h ,1998).
The study is further limited by the nature of the performance cue presented, in that
while the participants were able to see the group complete the task, they did not witness
other groups performing the task to gauge relative performance. In an actual
organizational setting, raters may hold an established personal history with the target
ratees, and develop their own performance-based expectation. Had knowledge of
outcome not been given vicariously, group members may have valued the information as
more relevant (instead of out-grouping the expert opinion), and the performance cue bias
may have reappeared.
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Concluding Remarks

The current study demonstrates the importance of considering judgment-driven
memories for the development of theory in the realm of organizational behavior. Future
research is called forth to test the further benefits and limitations of groups in the daily
functioning of organizations. In addition, the current study offers a promising moderator
of biases in work behavior ratings, as well as outlining the conditions under which groups
are likely to help. If the implementation of groups in evaluations can stabilize a decision
criterion in the presence of a systematic bias, than further study might show that group
raters offer an exciting possibility for the reduction of gender and racial biases as well.
Optimism is aroused for the potential use of groups in important information processing
tasks, as the present study further supports the ability of groups to correct member-level
errors, and benefit from the greater pool of information available when individual
observations are somewhat varied. Further, the present study has provided evidence to
decision criterion as the mediator of the performance cue bias in work behavior ratings. It
thus becomes imperative for organizations to focus on the nature of the decision criterion
and elements of schematic processing which can potentially compromise the evaluation
process, even when seemingly objective measures are used.
The increasingly popularity of groups in the workplace offers many potential
benefits to increase accuracy and fairness in the evaluation process. Learning to properly
implement and exploit the increased memory strength and other attributes of groups can
result in greater personal equity within a corporation, protecting the best interests of
individual employees while saving valuable human capital and labor costs.
The present study, above all else, reinforces the importance of continued
investigation of the unique information processing capacities and characteristics of
groups, furthering and helping to cultivate the potential benefit of an effective and
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distinct human resource tool. As further research on groups leads to a better
understanding of social judgment, it is recommended that Wherry’s “theory of rating”
should continue to be considered an appropriate foundation for constructing a group
information processing model of social judgment.
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